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IEEE: Who, What, Why?
Who is IEEE?
 IEEE is the world’s leading professional association, dedicated to the practicing 

engineer and with the mission of advancing technology for humanity. 

What we do?
We publish the top-cited science and technology research in the field, most notably 

our journals, conferences, and standards.

Who do we serve?
 Our publications are made available to academic, corporate, and government 

organizations around the world via our online database: the IEEE Xplore® Digital 
Library.

Why do you need IEEE Xplore?
 Access to the research in IEEE Xplore helps students, faculty, scientists, researchers 

and engineers save time and money by accelerating their R&D efforts, getting their 
research and products to market faster, and not reinventing the wheel.



How IEEE Supports Engineers

 IEEE Sections and Chapters for sharing technical interests, solving 
local problems, networking, and skill development
 IEEE Women in Engineering (WiE) connects nearly 20,000 members 

globally to advance women in tech throughout their career; offers 
flagship and regional leadership conferences.
 IEEE Young Professionals (YP) provides technical, leadership, and 

social activities for early career engineers
 IEEE Member Elevation and Awards

Global recognition of members’ and companies’ contributions to 
“advancing technology for humanity” 
 IEEE Vision, Innovation, and Challenges Summit and Honors 

Ceremony brings together and celebrates some of the world’s 
most notable technologists. 



New Technology Connection: Future Directions
Fostering cooperative efforts in emerging topics among Societies, Councils, and industry

https://www.ieee.org/futuredirections





Stay Current with IEEE

IEEE introduces new publications to address 
growing areas of research that transform our 
lives such as IoT, Blockchain, Big Data, Machine 
Learning, Renewable Energy, 5G, Autonomous 
Vehicles, Secure Computing, Robotics, and 
more.

Coverage of all of these technologies can be found 
in current and forthcoming publications from IEEE.

The technology landscape is constantly 
evolving and so are IEEE publications.



IEEE Xplore Digital Library

 IEEE journals, conference proceedings and standards 
plus select partner content dating as far back as 1884

 Approximately 200 IEEE journals, magazines, and 
transactions with expert-authored articles from a wide 
range of established and uncharted technology

 Conference proceedings on the latest technology 
breakthroughs from IEEE conferences and events 
worldwide, curating cutting-edge research

 Over 3,000 approved and published IEEE standards 
which are instruments that support technological 
change, process improvement and technology transfer 
among sectors and across borders. 

The source that the top research organizations in the world rely on to fuel imagination and 
drive innovation 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/


Using IEEE Content: Applications

 Research & Development
 Technological Precedent & Forecasting
 New Product Information 
 Current Awareness
 Patent-Related Searching 
 Competitive & Market Intelligence

Moving towards a learning and knowledge-based culture



IEEE Covers All Areas of Technology
Electrical engineering, computing, and beyond…

Aerospace
Artificial Intelligence
Autonomous Vehicles
Biomedical Engineering
Broadcasting
Circuits
Communications
Computing
Control and Automation
Cyber Security
Electronics

Information Technology
Internet of Things
Nanotechnology
Optics
Power Electronics
Renewable Energy
Robotics
Semiconductors
Smart Cities & Smart Grid
Transportation 
And more…



IEEE Conferences Scale, Adapt, and 
Thrive in the Current Environment
 IEEE adapted to support the technical community and 

continues to drive innovation forward during this challenging 
time

 To ensure the safety of attendees while still providing 
opportunities to share new research, IEEE conferences have 
scaled up to reshape many more events in a virtual format

 The result: we are seeing an increase in registrants of 3 to 4 
times for certain events 

 Example: The CLEO conference, held in May 2020, reached 
nearly 20,000 registrants from 75 countries, with more than 
2,000 scientific presentations 

 All papers presented at this conference will be coming soon to 
the IEEE Xplore digital library



IEEE Standards

 Establish compatibility, interconnectivity, and interoperability
 Simplify product development
 Speed time-to-market

Standards provide specifications and procedures designed to ensure the reliability of 
the materials, products, methods, and/or services people use every day.

Standards:





Draft Standards: A Window Into the Future of Technology

https://standards.ieee.org

https://standards.ieee.org/


Using IEEE Content: Developing Search Strategies

 Think through the project or problem:
- what are the major concepts?
- what are the refining concepts?

 Be prepared to use the IEEE Xplore interface to “drill down” to 
obtain precision and relevancy

 Do the results suggest new avenues for research?
 Examine abstracts and keywords
 Use keywords to change or refine strategy
 Use Alerts to stay current on major concepts



Why IEEE Xplore for Competitive Intelligence?

 Discover trending technology topics and content
 Locate information on competitors, new product technologies, 

related patents, companies, or organizations using author affiliation 
 Stay up to date and gather intelligence using saved search alerts





Discover Trending Search Terms and Concepts



Discover Popular Content



Discover Trending Content



Discover Technology Influencers: Author Facet

Identify key researchers 
or subject matter 
experts using the Author 
Facet to see the top 
published authors for 
your search.



Discover Technology Influencers: Author Details Page



Track Technology Influencers: Follow Authors Feature

 Ability to follow 
up to 15 authors 
with your IEEE 
Xplore Personal 
Account
 Alerts  generated 

weekly to notify 
users of new 
papers added to 
IEEE Xplore by 
author



Gather Intelligence on a Competitor or Organization



Gather Intelligence on a Competitor or Organization

Use the sort options 
to find the most 
recently published 
content (Newest 
First) or to identify 
high impact papers 
(Sort Most Cited by 
Papers or Patents)



Gather Intelligence on a Competitor or Organization

Use the facets on 
the search results 
page to identify top 
researchers at an 
organization or the 
top technology 
topics they are 
publishing on. 



Gather Intelligence on a Competitor or Organization

Include a specific location or 
country in an Author 
Affiliation search or combine 
it with a technology topic.



Identifying Leading Companies in a Technology Field  

Use the Author Affiliation 
facet to discover which 
organizations are publishing 
the most research in a 
technology space.



Beyond the PDF: Copy Source Code for Equations



Beyond the PDF: View and Run Code

Some article includes 
code hosted on Code 
Ocean, a computational 
reproducibility platform 
that allows users to 
view, modify, run, and 
download code included 
with IEEE Xplore articles.



Beyond the PDF: See How the Research is Being Used



Discover Funding Opportunities



IEEE Xplore API Platform/Portal
Query and retrieve metadata records including abstracts for nearly 5 million documents in 
IEEE Xplore including Journals, Conference Proceedings, eBooks, Courses, and Standards. 

https://developer.ieee.org

For more information:
onlinesupport@ieee.org

https://developer.ieee.org/
mailto:onlinesupport@ieee.org


IEEE Xplore Resources and Help
Indexed and searchable with helpful content on topics for users, librarians, and administrators  



Thank You!

training@ieee.org

IEEE Information, Training, and Tools: 
www.ieee.org/go/clientservices

Eszter Lukács
IEEE Client Services Manager 

e.lukacs@ieee.org

mailto:training@ieee.org
http://www.ieee.org/go/clientservices
mailto:e.lukacs@ieee.org
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